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ABSTRACT

A large number of crit ical process parameters in nuclear power

plants have hitherto been monitored using electromechanical chart recorders.

The reducing costs of electronics systems have led to a trend towards

modernizing power plant control rooms by computerizing all tho panel

instrumentation. As a first step, it has been decided to develop a Digital

Recording System to record the values of 48 process parameters. The

system as devejoped and described in this report is more than a replace-

ment for recorders; it offers substantial advantages In terms of lower

overall system cost, excellent time resolution, accurate data and absolute

synchronization for correlated signals.

The system provides high speed recording of 40 process parameters,

maintains historical records and permits retrieval and display of archival

information on a colour monitor, a plotter and a printer. It is implemented

using a front end Data Acquisition Unit connected on a serial link to

a PC-XT comr'i icr wi lh 20 MB Winchester. The system offers an extremely

UGor friendly man machine interaction, based on a hierarchical pffjpd

menu driven scheme. Software development for this system has b:jen

earned out using the C language.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Digital Recording System is designpd to provide high speed multichannel

recording of upto 48 process parameters. It provides a centralized facil i ty

to monitor the parameters, maintain historical records and subsequently retrieve

archival information.

The system accepts the field signals and stores them in a non-volatile

memory configured as a long endless loop. On demand the system retrieves

information relating to a desired time window and displays it in various formats

on the colour monitor, plotter and printer. The system can also transfer the

information relating to a desired time window onto secondary non-volatile memory

with removable media (floppy disc). Such recorded floppy disc can be carried

away from the plant site and the information stored in it can be analyzed at

a different site.

The Digital Recording System offers several advantages over the electro-

mechanical strip chart recorders that it replaces. It is much lower in cost

as compared to the recorders if the overall system cost is considered (viz.

installation, panel area, spares,operational maintenance etc.)

Strip chart recorders require considerable operational maintenance in

terms of replacement of paper and refi l l ing of ink in the pens. It is seen often

enough that when a crucial parameter record is required, the paper in i.he recorder

had run out or the pen dried up because of lark of proper routine uperatiunnl

maintenance. Since no such maintenance is required for DRS, its use in a power

plant control room reduces the workload.

Spveral types of stripchart recorders are r|ener;il!y used in a typical ront iol

room depending on the nature of the signals fplcri r im l r MHJP, pen inertia, desired

speed of recording etc.) For example, several tens oi varieties of recorders

have been used in one of our nuclear power plant control rooms. In such sit i«;il ions,

considerable worth of spares hf.ive to be maintained for each of the typrr. nf

the recorders. The maintenance engineers nlso have to build familiarity with

each recorder type. The DR.J , on the other hand, has fewer system components

and therefore needs lesser spares. The electronics boards used in this syi<-"in



are also used in several ether systems as standard microcomputer system boards

and therefore do not impose any additional demands on maintenance skills.

The resolution that is obtained on electromechanical strip chart recorders

is very poor. The slow speed of the paper, the inertia of the pen and the size

of the nib combine to even out minor transients in the signal value. Also,

the information is available on paper onty as graphs and no precise values can

be determined. The DRS allows instead, all graph curves to be recorded every

2 seconds and can display on demand curves with such fine resolution. It allows

printing of these values to 12-bit accuracy on a printer, again with a fine resolution.

Finally, it is not possible to correlate the values of two different signals

at a particular instant of time, even if these are recorded on one multi-pen

recorder. In the DRS, acquisition of all 48 signals is synchronized to a few

milliseconds every 2 sees. It is thus possible to determine the relative values

cf correlated signals at a given instant with very good synchronization.

Since the basic timing in the DRS is crystal controlled, it is possible to

maintain a very accurate clock, unlike in recorders where timing is determined

by the motor driving the recording paper. The Digital Recording System thus

provides very significant advantages over the conventional recorders. It is

also a major step in the development of a modern control room by replacing

conventional panel instrumentation by computer based systems and CRTs.



2. SYSTEM DESIGN

2.1 System Specifications

The Digital Recording System provides historical records of upto 48 process

parameters. Data of these 48 parameters is acquired to 12-bit accuracy once

every two seconds with synchronization to 5 msecs. Historical records are

maintained for 96 hours and this can be increased substantially by the use

of a higher capacity storage media. Information is displayed to the operator

as trend or history curves on CRT monitor, history curves on plotter and discrete

history values on printer. The system also provides for transferring 2 hour

data onto a floppy disc which can be carried to a similar system elsewhere

and the data stored subjected to off-site analysis.

All the field parameters are electrically isolated from each other as well

as frr>m the Digital Recording System.

The Digital Recording System is configured as two parts: Recording Unit

and viewing Unit. The Recording Unit performs the actual acquisition and

storage of all field information. It permits the operator to identify and view

the information of interest. It also allows the operator to transfer limited

information to a floppy disc which can then be taken to a Viewing Unit and

the data recorded therein subjected to analysis.

Since one Recording Unit caters to 48 parameters, one power plant control

room can have several Recording Units. Only one Viewing Unit, however, is

required at headquarters; one can also be located in a power plant control

room to help offload the Recording Units.

2.2 System Implementation

Several design alternatives were considered for implementing the system.

The choice was finally narrowed down to the use of a PC - XT personal computer,

because of several advantages obtained. Thus, the PC-XT is readily available

at a low cost from several reputed Indian manufacturers. A Winchester disc,

a floppy disc, a colour monitor and a printer are available as part of the basic

system. Considerable software support is available, for example, C language

processor, software support for the Winchester and floppy discs, etc. Two

spare RS-232C ports are generally available making it possible to connect a

plotter. Some expansion slots are also available on the motherboard.



The use of a PC offered further alternative choices for implementing

the system. Hrst, it was possible to instal analog input boards directly on

the PC backplane. The longitudinal form factor required for such boards, however,

made it difficult to accommodate isolation amplifiers and therefore this approach

was discarded.

A second alternative was to keep the analog input subsystem externally

and to connect this to the PC. This could again be done in two ways. In the

first method, the analog system can be connected on a parallel bus through

an adapter board directly to the backplane bus on the PC motherboard. In

the second method, the analog system is designed as an independent, microprocessor

based Data Acquisition System, connected to the PC on the serial bus.

The second method was preferred as it did not necessitate any hardware

development effort. Boards developed as standard, based on VME bus and 1O

bus, and used in several other systems) (Ref.1) could be used directly.

Fig.1 shows an overview of such a system. The Data Acquisition Unit

is a part of the Recording Unit alone. The remaining system is identical for

both Recording Unit and Viewing Unit. The functions of each of these units

are described in the following sections.

2.3 Recording Unit

The Recording Unit can accept 48 analog inputs which may be derived

from a wide range of field sensors. The inputs are accepted as current signals

or high level voltage signals.

The Recording Unit consists of an 8085 based Data Acquisition Unit and

a PC/XT based Storage Unit. The Data Acquisition Unit receives its signals

through individual isolation amplifiers for each signal input. All the field signals

are thus galventcaily isolated from each other as well as from the Data Acquisition

Unit power supply. The isolated field signal inputs are multiplexed and digitized

and are accessed by the 8085 processor. When the processor has acquired all

input values for one cycle, it sends the raw ADC values to the Storage Unit.

It formats these raw values into frames which include start frame, error check

and end frame information. The raw data acquired for all 48 inputs is synchronized
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to within 5 msecs. Using a handshake protocol, these raw values are conveyed

to the Storage Unit.

The Storage Unit receives all the frames of information relevant to one

2 second cycle. It checks each frame for any transmission errors and also

strips it of all formatting information. It stores all the values (along with

initial environmental information) on a 20 MB Winchester disc. It continues

recording all channels round the clock and also records the time of monitoring

of each set of readings. This process continues ti l l the total available capacity

of the Winchester disc is exhausted. At this stage, the Storage Unit beings

recording fresh information by overwriting on the oldest information. The

Winchester disc thus serves as an endless recording medium providing information

for ths most recent 96 hours.

The operator can demand to see the trend curves of 3 selectable parameters

on the colour monitor. These curves appear with the engineering values of

the selected parameters on the vertical axis and the time of recording on the

horizontal axis. The horizontal time scale cen be selected such that information

relating to a period ranging from nearly 10 minutes to 2 hours can be displayed

on the full screen. A full height cursor can be positionsd at any point on the

time axis and the exact time at that point can be read directly on the screen.

Similarly, the range on the value axis can be selected from Lo limit to hi limit

down to a finer resolution. Using a full width cursor the operator can thus

identify the domain of interest for a parameter, and, narrow down the value

range and time range to obtain the maximum feasible enlargement of the trend

curve. It is also possible to get such curve drawn out on a plotter for a permanent

record. The plotter curves also are drawn with relevant axes displayed. In

addition, the operator can also ask ,for a printout of values of upto ten parameters

with a definable resolution. These appear grouped as 30 values per page and

are formatted suitably.

On demand, the operator can transfer any required information to a floppy

disc which provides a removable medium. The operator can specify any two

hour period, information for which is available on the Winchester disc. The

information recorded for all input signab every 2 seconds during the selected



2 hour period is transferred to the floppy disc* The environmental information

is also stored on the floppy disc. This information serves to identify the floppy

without any scope for a mix up when the floppy disc is used for offsite analysis

of its contents. The environmental information, required to be entered into

the storage unit each time the system is reconfigured, includes the following

items:

a) the site at which the Recording Unit is located

b) the identity of all the 48 parameters being monitored, and

c) the engineering conversion polynomials for each of the 48 parameters.

Additional environmental information stored automatically on the floppy disc

includes the date and time to which the recorded data pertains.

Operator access to the entire system is through menu driven software

organized as a tree structure. Menu driven software eases the job of the operator

as he does not make mistakes in typing long commands. Also, he does not

have to memorize these commands. When a primary command is selected by

the operator, the primary menu vanishes from the screen and the relevant

secondary menu appears on the screen. The operator is thus again presented

with a further choice which he can select by morely keying in numeric digits.

Software programs on the PC-XT are written in C language so as to ensure

portability to different computers. The software for Storage Unit is described

in detail in Chapter 4 and for Data Acquisition Unit (assembly language) in

Chapter 5.

2.4 Viewing Unit

The Viewing Unit presents to the operator, on demand, the trend curves

of upto three parameters on the monitor as well as the plotter. It also provides

a printout of discrete engineering values for upto ten parameters on a printer.

The operator can select any combination of channels, the desired horizontal

time resolution and the desired vertical engineering value scales.

The Viewing Unit receives recorded information from the Recording Unit

on a floppy disc. The Viewing Unit reads the floppy disc and automatically

determines the identity of the site of the Recording Unit, the data and time

relevant to the recorded data, the identity of the parameters recorded and

the engineering value conversion polynomials.



The Viewing Unit, based on PC/XT personal computer with a plotter,

is virtually identical to the Storage Unit of the Recording Unit. The interface

presented to the operator is also identical, based on menu driven communication.

Some commands like transfer to floppy etc. are not relevant and are not included.

The menu driven scheme and the specific commands for both the Recording

Unit and the Viewing Unit is described in the next chapter.



3. MAN-MACHINE INTERACTION

The scheme for operator interaction is a very important aspect of any

control room instrumentation. Since this constitutes the window through which

the operator communicates with the overall system, the scheme must be designed

to be simple and elegant and yet be sophisticated.

Operator interaction for any computer based instrumentation includes

two aspects. First, the commands fed in by the operator to the system asking

it to perform a certain desired operation. Second, the formats in which the

system displays information to the operator so that this is easy to grasp and

analyse.

3.1 Operator Inputs

A good operator interaction scheme must take into account the fact that

the operator is seldom, if ever, a computer professional. It should thus make

it simple for the operator to communicate with the system. It should provide

some kind of help features so as to avoid the necessity of frequent references

to the operator manual. It should also respond in a friendly manner to any

errors made by the operator by providing relevant information, so that the

operator can work his way out of the error condition.

Keeping the above points in view, two broad approaches have been followed

in developing communication interface for operator inputs:

a) Command line interpretation

b) Menu driven communication

Command line interpretation is a traditional technique in which the operator

types in the text of each command on the CRT keyboard. The system interprets

the command and performs the desired operation. This method provides the

advantage of the corresponding software requiring less m'Smory. It is also easier

to develop since the screen manipulation required is negligible. A l t h o u g h

such schemes have been followed for very long, these, however, also have several

disadvantages. First, the operator has to memorize all the commands and is

therefore quite prone to making typing errors. Second, for each command

the operator has to press several keys on the keyboard.



Menu driven .jmmunication, on the other hand, offers an advanced means

of permitting an operator to key in his desired function. In such scheme, all

the possible operations are displayed on the CRT screen and the operator needs

to use a simple method to select the desired operation. Thus the operator

does not have to type in a set of long and clumsy, or, short but cryptic commands.

He also does not need to memorize the umpteen commands that a system may

typically provide. There is thus little possibility of an operator making typing

or spelling errors.

It becomes p-^sible to organize the menu as a tree structure such that

a primary menu is displayed initially. Once the operator has made a gross

selection of the desired function, the primary menu disappears from the scresn

and 3 secondary menu specific to the selection already made now appears on

the screen. The operator can now define the function desired to be performed

to a finer degree. As is implicit, there can be a secondary menu for each

•"try in the primary menu. Likewise, each entry in each secondary menu,

car 'heoretically have associated with it an individual tertiary menu, and so

on.

"The menu driven approach is very user friendly, as it is quite self explanatory.

It also makes it possible to display several types of operator prompts as relevant

to the specific menu currently on display on the screen.

3.1.1 Input Interaction Schemes

Considering the obvious advantages, menu driven communication was adopted

for the Digital Recording System. Although this scheme is demanding in terms

of memory requirement, the memory available in the PC-XT was determined

to be sufficient. The use of colour monitor made it possible to use meaningful

colour combinations to distinguish between various segments of each menu.

The extensive support provided by the MS-DOS and ROM-BIOS of the PC-XT

for display screen manipulation could also be fully exploited.

Display screen manipulation in menu driven communication can further

be implemented in one of two forms: Windowing and Paging. In windowing

scheme, the different branches and modes of the menu tree are shown on the

10



same screen page as soon as each is entered. This offers the advantage of

easy cross-referencing between various sub-menus. The size and location of

each window can be modified, the contents of each window can be edited,

windows can be overlapped, swapped etc. The software corresponding to imple-

mentation of all these features, however, is very complex and extensive.

In Paging Scheme, each submenu of the menu tree is displayed on the

screen such that only one psge is visible at a t ime. As the operator makes

his selection at one level of the menu heirarchy, the next deeper level of the

menu appears on the screen. The operator is thus able to progressively narrow

down and identify the specific function of interest. At the same time he does

not have to memorize any of the commands. Such menus are cut up into a

tree in a very logical fashion.

The Paging scheme offers a further choice of permitting each submenu

page to occupy a fraction of the screen or to occupy the ful l screen. When

the menupage occupies only a small fraction of the screer i t offers the operator

the advantage of being able to view the primary menu continuously. The operator

can thus communicate with the system without affecting the display in the

major portion of the screen. For example, if the operator requires to obtain

some information on a printer or a plotter, he can request for the same, without

simultaneously losing the information then being displayed on the CRT screen.

A slight disadvantage is that some portion of the display screen has to be reserved

for this purpose and is not available for any other use.

When using a 19" CRT screen, it is morr. easily possible to reserve some

area for continuous display of the menus. Such an approach has been followed

for developing the man machine interaction for a Process Information System

for Kamini reactor (Ref.2)

3.1.2 System Menu Scheme

The approach followed for the Digital Recording System is a mult i-t ier

Menu based on the paging scheme. Each sub menu occupies the full screen

because the use of a 14" PC-XT monitor does not leave enough screen space

to be util ized for continuous display of the menu. Also, the breadth at some

of the nodes in the menu scheme designed for this system is large enough



to warrant the use of the full screen. Fig.2 provides an over view of the menu

design. The main menu appears on the screen on demand and this comprises

the following options: Configure, Transfer, Draw, Plot, Trend and Print. An

operator can select one of these options by pressing a very few keys. The

specific keys to be pressed for various operations by the operator are also prompted

at the bottom of the screen. When the operator selects some option, say configure,

the main menu is removed from the screen and the Configuration Menu appears

on display. The display again provides the various options available within

this men; and also prompts the operator (in the bottom lines of the screen)

to help mm make his selections. Some of the options selectable by the operator

viz.Signal details may in turn cause another submenu to appear.

The submenus also provide a reverse link, 'Exit to parent menu1 to enable

the operator to work his way back to the main menu whenever required.

In each menu displayed on the screen, the operator has several alternatives

for access to the menu •tiodes. By successively pressing the space bar key,

the operator can sequentially cycle through all menu options. By using 'up

arrow' and 'down arrow' keys, the operator can sequentially move in either

direction through the list of menu options. A third method allows the operator

to random select his desired option by merely pressing the corresponding numeric

key.

The selected option is highlighted by blinking the entire text in changed

colour. The activation of the desired option is by pressing the RETURN key.

Whenever the finest i.e. deepest option available in any branch of the menu

is selected, the control returns automatically to the parent menu, after completing

the execution.

Having selected a parameter, the operator has the option of retaining

the present or default value. If he desires to change the value, he can key

in the new value from the keyboard. Such changed values are validated with

limit and rationality checks. If the value is found to be wrong, the value is

rejected, a suitable message is displayed on the screen and an audio beeper

is also sounded.
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Important operations like saving a configuration onto disc, transfer of

data from Winchester to floppy etc. are double checked with the operator.

The system proceeds with executing such operations only when the operator

confirms his earlier intentions. This avoids the risk of invocation of these

commands due to faulty key pressed unintentionally.

Sensitive information like system configuration can be modified only against

a password check. This ensures that only a bonafide skilled operator can manipulate

this sensitive information.

The operator interaction scheme for the Recording System has several

additional user friendly features. Although the primary implementation is based

on paged menu, windows have also been used where relevant. For example,

the draw and plot commands require identification of the three desired signals.

If an operator indicates his intention of selecting a signal parameter, the system

prompts him with a window displaying the names of all the parameters. Each

parameter in the display has a serial number associated with i t . The operator

merely keys in the serial number and the system echoes back the parameter

name in the relevant menu area. Simultaneously, the system also displays

the limits and units relevant to the selected parameter in the appropriate menu

area, obviating the necessity for the operator to have to do so. The system

erases the window when no longer required.

The operator input of parameter values is restricted to specified number

of places, e.g. B characters for signal name, 8.3 format for floating point number

etc. Faulty entries by the operator are disallowed and the system also sounds

an audible indicator.

Various colour combinations, intensity modulation and blinking are used

judiciously to distinguish various types of information displayed.

3.2 Display Formats

The system presents information to the operator in three different forma;

Monitor display, plotter display and printer display. The information on monitor

and plotter is presented as graphs and on printer as discrete values. The operator

considerable flexibility to manipulate information displayed *n the monitor.



The actual schemes followed for display in each format are described in the

following paragraphs.

3.2.1 Monitor Display

The PC colour monitor is used to display the trend curves for three para-

meters simultaneously using three different colours, making each curve easy

to identify.

The monitor is set to medium resolution graphics mode in which it provides

four colours and 320 x 200 pixel resolution. The screen is resolved horizontally

(Fig.3) such that the first 40 columns of 320 are used for displaying signal

ranges and the remaining for drawing the curves. The 40th column displays

the Y-axis. Likewise, the 30 bottom rows are used for displaying date and

time information, the 30 top tlows are used for displaying the site name and

the three signal names and units, and the remaining intermediate rows display

the actual variation of each signal with t ime, over the specified desired range.

Row 170 displays the X-axis. Each signal name and its engineering units (in

the top right screen corner) its range from lower l imit to higher l imit (in the

left columns) and the actual trend curve corresponding to this signal are displayed

in identical colour.

The system is designed to display a maximum of two hours of information

for three parameters on one screen display. It can resolve this further to a

l imit of 560 seconds display. Since 280 pixels are used for displaying the infor-

mation, and all data are gathered every 2 seconds, this implies that each pixel

displays one item of data. When information for a larger time is being displayed

each pixel displays data corresponding to the average value of a certain number

of data items. Thus if the operator requests data for 1120 seconds each pixel

represents a value which is average of two consecutive values. If operator

requests data for two hours (7200 seconds) then 3600 readings (taken once every

2 seconds) are represented using 280 pixels, i.e. each pixel represents average

value obtained in every 12 to 13 readings.

If the operator views information for less than 2 hours on the display

screen, the entire 2 hour data is organized into windows. The operator can

then demand to view either the next or the previous window by using arrow

right and the arrow left keys. Thus if the operator has called for half hour

information display, the system actually prepares a two hour display. By using

the two keys indicated above, the operator can move within these four windows,

IS
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changing from one to the next or previous by merely pressing one key.

The operator has considerable f lexibi l i ty to .-nanouvre on the screen.

The display shows a full height vertical cursor which can be positioned in any

column by pressing the 'p' and V keys. The 'p1 key (previous) shifts the cursor

by one position to the left and the V key (next) shifts i t by one pixel to the

right. Simultaneously, the display provides a readout on the bottom of the

screen of the specific position on the time scale (as real time of recording)

as re'erenced by the cursor. In addition, the operator can move the cursor

at a faster speed by using 'P' A 'N ' keys which permit the cursor to move ten

pixels at a time.

Likewise, a ful l width horizontal cursor is provided which can be operated

by the arrow up and arrow down keys. The value of each signal at the point

marked by the cross-hair cursor lines is displayed against each signal name

at the top right. Thus, by suitable manipulation of a few keys, the operator

can determine the precise value of a signal (e.g. a peak value) and the time

at which i t occurred.

Finally the operator can exit from the display by pressing the e or E keys,

and can return to the drawing menu.

3.2.2 Plotter Display

The menu selection for plotter display is fairly similar to that for monitor

display. There is, however, no scope for display manipulation.

In the display on plotter, only one signal curve is drawn at one time.

The operator has to replace the paper and draw a curve corresponding to a

second signal curve. Secondly, since 3600 points are available for plotting

on the time axis, two hours data can always be plotted, directly without windowing.

The format for plotter display is shown in Fig.4.

3.2.3 Printer Display

The operator can demand a printout of discrete data for te.i parameters

at a t ime. The data appears in a well organized format on the printer (Fig.5).

The paper length and line feed information are taken into account and system

ti t le is printed in bold print and double height on top of the page. The next

17
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D I G I T A L . R E C O R D I N G SYSTEM

Readings recorded at Napp-1 OD 28/09/1987.

Tine
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line displays the site at which the readings were recorded and the date to which

they pertain. The next two lines display the names of each signal and relevant

engineering units as column titles. The first column displays the time of recording.

The next 30 lines per page then display the time of each recording and the

data for each signal in a highly readable tabular format.

To obtain data on a printer, the operator provides to the system, the

relevant date and starting time information, the number of signals whose values

are to be printed, the interval for which values are required and the total number

of readings to be printed.



4. PC SOFTWARE

The Storage Unit is implemented using a PC-XT personal computer. The

configuration of this unit is identical for the Recording Unit and the Viewing

Unit. The major difference between the Recording Unit and the Viet 'ing Unit

is the absence of the Data Acquisition Unit and the corresponding ccmmofrication

and storage software in the Viewing Unit.

4.1 Operator Commands

The menu driven communication scheme followed in this system has already

been described in the previous chapter. The specific commands available to

the operator are described in the following paragraphs (Fig.6).

The main menu allows the operator to select one of six sub-menus, Configure,

Transfer, Draw History, Draw Trend, Plot and Print. Selecting any one of

these causes the corresponding secondary menu to appear on the screen. Each

sub-menu allows an exit to the main menu.

4.1.1 Configuration Menu

This menu allows the operator to configure the entire system. He can

define the site name and also define each of the 48 parameters. For each

parameter, it is possible to enter the signal name, units, range it can occupy

and the polynomial coefficients for converting the electrical readings to process

values. It is necessary to use a password before any changes are accepted

by the system. The operator can sequence through the signal lists using P

and N keys. Pressing the P key displays the signal table corresponding to the

signal previous to the one then on display. Similarly, pressing N displays the

table corresponding to the next sequentiaJ signal.

4.1.2 Transfer Menu

This menu allows the operator to transfer 2 hour data for all 48 parameters

from Winchester disc to floppy. The operator can identify the date and time

relevant to the desired information. When the operator wishes to select date

and time, a window appears on the screen providing information on the period

for which data is available on the Winchester.
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4.1.3 Draw History Menu

This allows the operator to identify the date, time and duration for which

he wishes to see the trend curves for upto three signals on the monitor screen.

The operator can select these signals and the system automatically displays

the default limits for each of these. The operator can, however, reduce the

allowed range so as to effectively enlarge the trend curve. When the operator

indicates his intention to select a signal a window appears in the left half of

the screen providing ail the signals which are available. The operator can thus

select a signal by merely identifying its associated serial number. On execution,

the monitor provides a display of the three trend curves with signal names,

units, time and limits appearing at appropriate places on the screen. The display

also provides two cursors which can be positioned at desired points and can

be used to read off the signal value and time.

4.1.4 Plot Menu

This is identical to the history menu; unlike monitor display, only one

parameter is plotted at one t ime.

4.1.5 Draw Trend Menu

This allows the operator to draw trend curves for the current period,

As each new piece of data is received from the Data Acquisition Unit an additional

pixel is drawn on each curve.

4.1.6 Print Menu

The print menu allows the operator to select the date and time. He can

specify upto ten signals and also choose the time interval at which readings

are desired to be printed. On execution, the desired number of readings for

the selected parameters are printed out in a suitable format on the printer.

4.2 Software Implementation

The bulk of the software has been developed using the language 'C'j some

time crit ical functions are written using assembly language. The major tasks

performed include the following:
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a) Communicating with the operator, i.e. recognizing the commands

entered on the keyboard and responding to these, and

b) Communicating with the Data Acquisition U^it, to obtain raw

signal values and storing these in a suitable format on Winchester

disc.

The system normally runs the operator communication software in the

foreground. When the Data Acquisition communication port signals an interrupt,

the interrupt service rountine takes control* The interrupt service routine

performs the communication and storage functions and then reverts control

to the operator communication software.

4.2.1 Operator Communication

The operator communication software is written as a cinr'<3 sequential

flow (Fig.7). This program implements the menu driven communication on

the computer monitor and also responds to all the operator commands.

The tree structure of the menu is directly transformed into a similar

structure in the C language program with the use of the Switch and Case state-

ments. Nesting of these statements makes control transfers in the program

easier to manipulate and understand.

All the messages In the menus are stored in a global array of structures

and hence are available to all the functions. Each structure consists of the

message string, its position on the screen, length of the string and its default

colour attribute. All the functions dealing with the display of messages handle

and pass among each other only the appropriate index of the global array.

Screen manipulation forms an important part of the operator communication

software. The program utilizes the video service functions provided by the

ROM based BIOS of the PC-XT. The BIOS calls are implemented using the

lowest level functions provided by the C library. For screen manipulation,

interrupt vector tOH of the BIOS is used. Using this low level interrupt call,

second level functions like cursor positioning, setting colour, outputting character

with attribute etc. are constructed. These second level functions are in turn

used to create higher level functions like display string, clear window, flash

message etc. This hierarchy of functional modules gives the advantage of
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portability. The higher levels are also transparent to hardware and firmware

like BIOS etc.

The operator communication software invokes other modules like draw

graph on the screen, plot and print. After execution of one of these modules,

the control returns to the operator communication software with error code,

if any. In case there is an error code, the software prompts the operator with

a message on the screen- These modules constitute the response of the system

to operator requests for display of information in various formats.

4.2.2 Monitor Display

Whenever the response to an operator request leads to drawing of graphs <>

on screen a Fetch Data module is invoked to obtain data from the Winchester.

The operator communication software provides relevant parameter to this module,

viz. date and time of interest, signal ranges as well as the time duration of

interest.

The Fetch Data module calls a function to compute and allocate the required

amount of area buffer in the main memory. It also identifies the correct file

position corresponding to the starting time of the required data. It reads the

files on the Winchester and stores the data in the main memory. It performs

next, the relevant engineering conversions on the. entire data and then stores

it in three allocated arrays (corresponding to the three desired signals) sequentially.

If any error occurs during the execution of this routine e.g. buffer allocation

error, seeking error etc., the error code is returned to the operator communication

software.

A related module, scal-val, converts the engineering values at each time

of all three signals into pixel values. This takes into account the range provided

by the operator for drawing each graph. The final pixel values are again stored

in the same three arrays. A flag is used to determine if the operator has made

any changes in the time span in the draw menu. In case he has not made any

changes, the process of fetching data and performing engineering conversion*

is not repeated.



Another routine, draw axes, draws the x-axis and the y-axis at the desired

positions on the monitor screen. The signal names, corresponding engineering

units and desired range of values are displayed at appropriate places on the

screen. Similarly, the time relevant to the x-axis is displayed at three positions

in hour minute format.

The draw routine • reads the pixel values for each of the three signals

from the allocated arrays. Since there are only 280 pixels available on the

screen, each pixel can represent one reading only when the time span desired

is 560 seconds. When a larger time span is specified, each pixel has to represent

a value which is average of several readings. Depending upon the time span

specified, this routine determines the number of readings which must be averaged.

Each such set of readings is averaged and checked against the limits provided

for drawing the graph. If the value exceeds a l imi t , i t is clamped to that l imi t .

Two adjacent values are then sent to a put-dot function with the required colour

information and the x coordinates. The put-dot function draws a line between

the two values sent to i t . The entire graph is thus drawn dot by dot.

The routine also responds to the various operator requests for manipulating

t>3 screen display. It draws the horizontal and vertical cursor lines and moves

them in response to the p, fl, n and N keys being pressed. It also responds

to the arrow up, down, left and right keys being pressed. It causes an exit

on detecting the e, E keys being pressed.

4.2.3 Plotter Display

The operator communication software, on invoking the plotter display

routine, passes relevant parameters similar to those passed to the monitor

display routine.

The routines used for plotting are largely similar to those used for drawing

on the monitor. The program fetches data from the disc based on the parameters

provided to i t and stores it in the main memory. If, however, the data is already

available in the memory, then the disc fetch is bypassed. The data is then

scaled in terms of the point address to be sent to the plotter, using the high
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and low l imit parameters provided by the operator. The routine con-code converts

the point value9 in the form required by the plotter. The plot line function

is used to first plot the X and Y axes at the proper coordinates. This is followed

by plotting the 3600 readings for one signal. Finally, the signal range, name,

engineering units, date and time details etc. are plotted.

The BIOS interrupt vector 14 H is used to initialize the RS-232C communi-

cation port and also to send each character to the plotter. The plotter is initialized

to the copy mode in which it provides 4096 by 2701 points for plotting. Additional

settings like graphic mode during plotting the axes and the curves and alpha

mode, alpha scaling, alpha rotate etc. during plotting signal name etc. are also

sent to the plotter using the same vector.

4.2.4 Printer Display

The operator communication software, on invoking the printer display

routine, passes to i t all the relevant parameters, like starting time, time interval

and number of readings. The printer display routine determines the total number

of readings to be acquired from the disc based on the time interval and number

of readings as specified by the operator. The routine next identifies the starting

point on the disc based on the starting time specified. It reads from the disc

data for all the 48 parameters for the required number of readings and stores

it in the main memory. If any error occurs during the process of disc seek,

disc read, memory allocation etc., the corresponding error code is returned

to the parent routine.

The BIOS interrupt vector 17H is used to initialize the printer and also

to send each character to the plotter. The characters to be sent to the printer

include the escape sequences required to set the different print styles used

for formatting each printer output sheet. The floating point values to be printed

are converted into a character string using a C Library function S print f.

4.2.5 Acquisition Unit Communication

The function of this module is to obtain raw signal values from the Data

Acquisition Unit and store these in a suitable format on the Winchester disc.
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The link with the Data Acquisition Unit is implemented using an RS-232C port

and the software follows a defined protoco1 to check for error free communication.

Because of the time crit ical nature, this software module is written in assembly

language and runs as an interrupt service routine. The arrival of any data

on the serial port causes an interrupt to the system, and leads to the execution

of the interrupt service routine.

The interrupt service routine keeps a record of the status of the communi-

cation. Each time it is entered it checks the current status and depending

on this, it interprets the received data and takes appropriate action.

A complete set of readings for all 48 parameters acquired at a given

instant of time constitute a table. The Acquisition Unit splits up this table

into small packets and these packets are sent to the Storage Unit, one byte

at a time. Each packet has checksum information appended to it and Ihe

Storage Unit confirms that a packet has been received with proper integrity

before sending a positive acknowledge to the Acquisition Unit. In case of any

errors being detected the Storage Unit sends a negative acknowledge and waits

for the previous packet to be re-transmitted. When all packets that constitute

one table have been received properly, the program stores the composite table

on the disc. It also updates the corresponding directory entry and in addition,

updates the display on the screen if trend has been demanded by the operator.

Since the interrupts can arrive asynchronously, the timing information

relating to the actual time of acquisition of data is also sent as part of the

data table. Using the battery backed up real time clock of the PC-XT, the

communication module periodically sends absolute time information to the Data

Acquisition Unit. During the intervening period between such time updates,

the Data Acquisition Unit maintains time internally. The interrupts are always

enabled so no data ct;n be lost. The synchronization of the time corresponding

to a data table and its location in the file is ensured by discarding an erroneous

table, so at no time is invalid data stored on the disc.
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5. DATA ACQUISITION UNIT

The Data Acquisition Unit accepts 48 analog inputs which may be derived

from a wide range of field sensors. The Unit receives these signals through

individual isolation amplifiers for each signal. All the field signals are thus

galvanically isolated from each other as well as from the system. The isolated

field signals are multiplexed and digitized and read by an 8085 processor.

When the processor has acquired all input values for one cycle, it sends the

raw values to the Storage Unit using a handshake protocol.

5.1 Hardware

The configuration of the system is as shown in Fig.8. The CPU-85 board

connects to the VME bus on P1 connector. The IOI board acts as an interface

between the VME bus and an 10 bus. It connects to the VME bus on P! and

generates IO bus on P2. The Analog Input boards connect to the IO bus en

P2 and accept 32 analog inputs on PI. The Iso-Amp boards receive differential

analog inputs from the field and the outputs of these boards are connected

as single ended signals to the Analog Input boards. Each of these boards is

described in the following paragraphs.

5.1.1 CPU-85 beard

This board is built around the 8085 microprocessor and interfaces to the

VME bus on P1. It consists of a system controller for VME bus, 64K bytes

of memory, two serial RS-232C channels and three programmable timers.

The 8085 processor receives the primary clock from a 6.144 MHz crystal, thereby

operating with a cycle time of 320 ns. Two of its vectored interrupts are pre-

wired: RST7.5 is generated from oiwof the three timers and RST6.5 from the

system controller. The system controller activates this interrupt in case of

time out failure of bus access. The processor can be reset from a push button

switch mounted on the facia panel of the board. A second switch mounted

on the facia panel allows the control to be either with the monitor program

or with the system program.
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The 64K memory is implemented using 8 8K memory chips each of which

can either be a RAM or an EPROM. It is also possible to map the top 8K of

memory off-board for use of memory mapped IO.

The band rates for the two serial channels are programmed using two

of the three timers. The two serial channels provide optical isolation with

the system. The third timer can be programmed to generate time slice interrupts

on RST 7.5 for operation in real time applications.

5.1.2 IOI board

The IOI board translates the VME bus signals into the IO bus. It can

be connected on VME either in memory mapped mode or IO mapped mode (Ref.1).

5.1.3 Analog Input board

This board accepts on PI 32 single ended analog inputs or 16 differential

inputs; it connects to IO bus on P2.(Ref.1)

5.1.4 Iso-Amp board

This board accepts 12 analog differential Inputs on connectors PI and

P2. These inputs, after signal conditioning, are fed to Burr Brown 3656 isolation

amplifier which provides isolation of 3.5 KVdc. Each board has 12 such amplifiers,

each amplifier is provided with an offset adjustment potentiometer. Current

signals are converted to voltage using resistors; voltage signals are stepped

down if they exceed the input range of the amplifier.

5.2 Software

On system reset, the software program carries out a memory check and

then initializes the programmable timers and the serial channel (Fig.9). One

timer is programmed as input clock for the serial channel (at 9600 baud) and

the second provides 5 msec ticks on RST 7.5 for keeping time.

After the initialization is over, the unit sends an enquiry code to the

Storage Unit and waits for an acknowledgement. On pob.Live acknowledge

it sends a further enquiry code to obtain the initial time information. It stores

the timing information received and subsequently updates this based on its

own clock.
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The interrupt service routine scans all the 48 parameters once every 2

seconds. It stores these values (to 12-bit accuracy) as a table along with the

timing information. The first three bytes of the table contain timing information

followed by 96 bytes of data. The tables are stored in a circular queue which

is 4BK bytes long. Each time a table is stored the scan routine increments

its table counter.

In the main program, the transmit routine also maintains a table counter,

The routine compares the contents of its table counter with those of the scan

table counter. If the contents differ, then it starts transmitting fhe next table.

The transmit routine formats the ra'.v ADC values into packets before

transmitting. It first sends a time packet which is followed by packets containing

three readings each. There are thus a total of 17 packets sent per table.

Each packet consists of nine bytes. In the time packet, the first byte is a

start byte, followed by the packet address byte (zero for time packet), followed

by three bytes for time, three dummy bytes and a checksum byte. In the data

packet, the first byte is a start byte, followed by the packet address byte (from

1 to 16), followed by 3 sets of 2 byte data and finally the checksum byte.

The program waits for a positive acknowledge after- sending each packet

to the Storage Unit. It proceeds further only on receiving a positive acknowledge.

If i t receives a negative acknowledge, it re-transmits the relevant packet.
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